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Abstract. In situ high resolution aircraft measurements of

cloud microphysical properties were made in coordination

with ground based remote sensing observations of a line of

small cumulus clouds, using Radar and Lidar, as part of the

Aerosol Properties, PRocesses And InfluenceS on the Earth’s

climate (APPRAISE) project. A narrow but extensive line

(∼100 km long) of shallow convective clouds over the south-

ern UK was studied. Cloud top temperatures were observed

to be higher than −8 ◦C, but the clouds were seen to con-

sist of supercooled droplets and varying concentrations of ice

particles. No ice particles were observed to be falling into the

cloud tops from above. Current parameterisations of ice nu-

clei (IN) numbers predict too few particles will be active as

ice nuclei to account for ice particle concentrations at the ob-

served, near cloud top, temperatures (−7.5 ◦C).

The role of mineral dust particles, consistent with concen-

trations observed near the surface, acting as high temperature

IN is considered important in this case. It was found that very

high concentrations of ice particles (up to 100 L−1) could be

produced by secondary ice particle production providing the

observed small amount of primary ice (about 0.01 L−1) was

present to initiate it. This emphasises the need to understand

primary ice formation in slightly supercooled clouds. It is

shown using simple calculations that the Hallett-Mossop pro-

cess (HM) is the likely source of the secondary ice.

Model simulations of the case study were performed

with the Aerosol Cloud and Precipitation Interactions Model

(ACPIM). These parcel model investigations confirmed the

HM process to be a very important mechanism for pro-

ducing the observed high ice concentrations. A key step in

generating the high concentrations was the process of col-

lision and coalescence of rain drops, which once formed

fell rapidly through the cloud, collecting ice particles which

caused them to freeze and form instant large riming particles.

The broadening of the droplet size-distribution by collision-

coalescence was, therefore, a vital step in this process as this

was required to generate the large number of ice crystals ob-

served in the time available.

Simulations were also performed with the WRF (Weather,

Research and Forecasting) model. The results showed that

while HM does act to increase the mass and number concen-

tration of ice particles in these model simulations it was not

found to be critical for the formation of precipitation. How-

ever, the WRF simulations produced a cloud top that was too

cold and this, combined with the assumption of continual re-

plenishing of ice nuclei removed by ice crystal formation,

resulted in too many ice crystals forming by primary nucle-

ation compared to the observations and parcel modelling.

1 Introduction

Clouds and their interaction with radiation play an important

part in the earth’s climate. The formation of cloud particles

and their interactions with aerosol are highly uncertain, with
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Table 1. Summary of constant altitude runs performed by the FAAM BAe146 aircraft in the operational area to the west of Chilbolton on

22 January 2009, flight reference B425, indicating start and end times of run, mean altitude and temperature of run and direction of run with

respect to CFARR.

Reference Start Time (UTC) End Time (UTC) Altitudea (km) Temperatureb Direction

R1 13:17:02 13:41:02 1.30 −1.0(±0.1) inbound

R2 13:43:00 13:52:09 0.75 3.7(±0.3) outbound

R3 13:56:07 14:15:21 1.26 −3.5(±0.3) inbound

R4 14:16:45 14:29:14 1.93 −5.7(±0.3) outbound

R5 14:32:33 14:50:59 2.24 −7.1(±0.3) inbound

R6 14:50:59 15:03:40 2.54 −4.5(±0.4) outbound

R7 15:04:49 15:23:32 2.20 −4.8(±0.1) inbound

a Mean value from GPS receiver. b Mean value from de-iced Rosemount sensor.

the formation and evolution of mixed phase and ice clouds

being particularly poorly understood (Penner et al., 2001).

Consequently there has been extensive work over the past

few years to explain the observed numbers of ice crystals

within clouds (Phillips et al., 2008; Connolly et al., 2009;

DeMott et al., 2010). These studies have been motivated par-

tially by observations of ice in clouds from field campaigns

and also by the need to develop parameterisations within at-

mospheric models. One field study in particular, which was

based in the Florida region, noted the glaciation of an altocu-

mulus cloud at −5 ◦C and correlated this to dust from the

Sahara which had advected into the region by long range

transport in easterly winds over the Atlantic (Sassen et al.,

2003). They postulated that the dust may have been acting as

an effective ice nucleus at these high temperatures.

Dust particles are generally considered to be efficient IN

however, more recent field and laboratory investigations have

suggested desert dusts are not particularly effective IN at

temperatures higher than ∼ −15◦C. For instance, in a study

involving lidar depolarisation measurements of short lived

alto-cumulus clouds over Morocco, Ansmann et al. (2008)

noted that ice was hardly ever observed in these clouds when

the temperature was higher than −20 ◦C, and even then al-

most never when liquid water was not also observed to be

present first. Ansmann et al.’s (2008)study highlights that, in

the atmosphere, ice nucleation at relatively high temperatures

mainly acts when liquid water is present first, rather than

by the heterogeneous deposition mechanism, and that nucle-

ation on desert dust occurs once the temperature is lower than

roughly −20 ◦C.

A four year remote sensing study by Westbrook and Illing-

worth (2011) found that 95 % of the ice particles formed

in layer clouds over the southern UK at T > −20 ◦C were

formed in supercooled liquid clouds. The likely candidates

that may describe such ice nucleation are: (i) condensation-

freezing; (ii) immersion-freezing or contact nucleation. Ans-

mann et al.’s (2008) study was subsequently backed up by

laboratory studies on a range of desert dust particles e.g. Con-

nolly et al. (2009), who showed that three different dusts nu-

cleated ice in appreciable amounts at T ∼ −20 ◦C and that

there was no significant nucleation if liquid water did not

form on the dust first. To aid the discussion here we will re-

fer to “high” temperature ice nucleation as ice nucleation at

temperatures T > −10◦C.

The ability of biological particles to potentially act as more

effective IN than dust at high temperatures has also been con-

sidered. Such particles include bacteria, pollen and fungal

spores, which are assessed in this paper using ground based

measurements of biological aerosol.

Existing ice nucleation parameterisations that have been

used to quantify numbers of atmospheric ice nuclei at high

temperatures typically predict fairly low numbers of ice nu-

clei (IN). For instance, the widely used Meyers et al. (1992)

scheme, for condensation/deposition nucleation, predicts that

at water saturation there are 1 L−1 of ice crystals at −10 ◦C

and 9 L−1 at −20 ◦C.

More recently, an ice nucleation parameterisation was de-

veloped by DeMott et al. (2010) that depends on the num-

ber of aerosol larger than 0.5 µm in diameter and the tem-

perature. If we consider a typical continental distribution of

aerosols, described by lognormal distribution parameters of

σg = 2.03, DN = 0.069 µm, NL = 1.3 × 104 cm−3 (Whitby,

1978), then the number of aerosols larger than 0.5 µm is

∼ 33 cm−3 and the corresponding number of ice crystals pre-

dicted by the new scheme is 0.3 L−1 at −10 ◦C and 9 L−1

at −20 ◦C, which is similar to that predicted by the earlier

Meyers et al. scheme. Even though the schemes predict rel-

atively few primary IN, there is strong evidence to show

that ice crystal concentrations in this temperature regime fre-

quently exceed this by in some cases 4 orders of magnitude

(c.f. Table 1 in Mossop, 1978), however, this may be subject

to shattering artefacts (McFarquhar et al., 2007). A common

explanation is that secondary ice production by the Hallett-

Mossop process (HM) produces large numbers of additional

ice particles (DeMott et al., 2003; Mossop et al., 1972; Blyth

and Latham, 1993; Bower et al., 1996; Hogan et al., 2002;

Huang et al., 2009; Crosier et al., 2011). This process occurs

during riming at slightly supercooled temperatures (−3 ◦C

to −8 ◦C) by rime splintering (Hallett and Mossop, 1974).

Following the early work, further investigations proposed
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that the supercooled droplet population must contain droplets

smaller than 13 µm in diameter and larger than 24 µm for

the process to occur (Mossop, 1978; Saunders and Hosseini,

2001).

In this study, aerosol measurements, made at a ground

based site at the Chilbolton Facility for Atmospheric and Ra-

dio Research (CFARR, 1.44◦ W, 51.14◦ N), and also onboard

the BAe146 Facility for Airborne Atmospheric Measurement

(FAAM) aircraft are used to investigate the role of aerosols

on the microphysics of a shallow convective cloud in con-

junction with radar and lidar measurements.

2 Sampling strategy

On 22 January 2009, the microphysical properties of a nar-

row line of shallow convective clouds were investigated as

a line of convection advected towards, and then over, the

CFARR remote observations facility. Based at CFARR and

used in this study are: (i) a steerable 3 GHz S-band dual-

polarisation radar (the Chilbolton Advanced Meteorological

Radar, hereafter called CAMRa, Goddard et al., 1994); (ii) a

35 GHz vertically pointing cloud radar; and (iii) a vertically

pointing lidar ceilometer (λ = 905 nm). The latter two instru-

ments are described in detail by Illingworth et al. (2007).

The radars are primarily sensitive to large particles such

as drizzle/rain drops and ice particles. Both radars have a

Doppler capability. At 3 GHz, CAMRa is also sensitive to

Bragg echos from clear air turbulence. The lidar in contrast

is very sensitive to cloud droplets and detects a strong reflec-

tion from the base of liquid clouds. However it is also rapidly

attenuated within those clouds and can only provide informa-

tion on the base and precipitation below.

The FAAM BAe146 aircraft (flight reference B425) flew a

series of runs at increasing altitude (after an initial penetra-

tion at mid-level) to sample the convective cloud at many

levels from cloud base to cloud top. These runs are sum-

marised in Table 1. Aircraft operations were restricted by air

traffic control to an area to the west of CFARR (see Fig. 1)

where the aircraft flew the horizontal legs along a radial of

253◦ from CFARR, from overhead the facility to a range

of 100 km out to the west. CAMRa performed a series of

Range Height Indicator (RHI) scans along this radial while

the 35 GHz radar and lidar ceilometer gathered data verti-

cally overhead. Real-time communication of radar and lidar

data to the aircraft allowed coordination of the in situ mea-

surements with key features identified by the remote sensing

instrumentation.

The FAAM BAe146 aircraft was fitted with a wide array

of cloud spectrometers, meteorological sensors and aerosol

and trace gas instruments. 1 Hz measurements of GPS posi-

tion, temperature (de-iced and non de-iced Rosemount sen-

sors), ambient pressure and dew point temperature (General

Eastern and Buck CR2 chilled mirror hygrometers) were

made along with measurements of horizontal and vertical
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Fig. 1. The 253 degree radial and flight track (blue) of the FAAM

BAe146 aircraft on the 22 January 2009 (see Table 1 for details

of runs/manoeuvres). Also shown are: the location of CFARR (red

cross); the location of radiosonde stations at Cambourne, Larkhill,

Herstmonceux and Aberporth (C, L, H and A respectively). The

inner box highlights the 3rd or inner domain used in the WRF model

sensitivity studies (see Sect. 5.1).

wind speed (also available at 32 Hz resolution) using a 5-hole

pressure port turbulence probe. Additionally, the aerosol par-

ticle size distribution was measured with a pylon mounted

PMS (Particle Measuring Systems) PCASP-100 (size range

0.1–3.0 µm). Size-segregated and chemically speciated mass

composition measurements of sub-micron aerosol (30nm -

1 µm) were made with a Compact Time-of-Flight Aerosol

Mass Spectrometer (C-ToF-AMS, Aerodyne Research Inc.)

sampling through a Rosemount inlet. Also sampling from the

Rosemount inlet was a DMT (Droplet Measurement Tech-

nologies) dual column cloud condensation nuclei counter

(DMT CCN-200) operated at set supersaturations of 0.12 %

and 0.08 % in the separate columns respectively. These data

were used to constrain aerosol inputs for a modelling sensi-

tivity study described later.

Cloud droplet number size distribution measurements (2 <

dp < 50 µm) were made using a Cloud Droplet Probe (CDP-

100, DMT), a Cloud and Aerosol Spectrometer (CAS, DMT

modified version, size range 0.5 < dp < 50 µm) and a For-

ward Scattering Spectrometer Probe (FSSP SPP-100, DMT,

size range 2 < dp < 47 µm). Because of the possibility of

shattering artefacts due to ice particle break up on the in-

let in mixed-phase conditions, data from the CAS and FSSP

are not considered here and the open path CDP data were

used instead (see McFarquhar et al., 2007). The limitations

of this instrument are described in greater detail by Lance

et al. (2010).

Ice and large cloud droplets together with drizzle droplets

were measured using a CCD imaging probe (SPEC CPI) and

several 2-D optical array probes (OAPs). These included a
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SPEC Inc 2DS-128-H (herein referred to as 2DS, described

in Lawson et al., 2006) and a DMT CIP-100 (Cloud Imag-

ing Probe-100) optical array probe. The 2DS has 128 1-bit

elements and a resolution of 10 µm covering a particle size

range of approximately 10–1280 µm. Data from this instru-

ment were used for the bulk of the ice and drizzle particle

analyses in this paper. The DMT CIP-100 has 64 elements of

100 µm resolution each, and thus images particles in the size

range 100–6400 µm. Data from this instrument were used to

determine the presence of large precipitation particles. Fur-

ther details of the instruments, the data processing techniques

and corrections applied to the OAP probes to derive ice water

contents are provided in Crosier et al. (2011).

In addition to remote sensing measurements, simulta-

neous detailed ground based aerosol characterisation mea-

surements were also made at the CFARR site during the

APPRAISE-Clouds experiment. The FGAM laboratory sea

container was deployed at the site enabling intensive ground

based measurements to be made at CFARR. The sub-micron

aerosol mass composition was determined using a C-ToF-

AMS (Allan, 2004) and growth factors were found using a

Hygroscopic Tandem Differential Mobility Analyser (HT-

DMA). Accompanying aerosol size distribution measure-

ments were also made with a Scanning Mobility Particle

Sizer (SMPS, TSI model 3080L), a GRIMM optical parti-

cle counter (model 1.108) and a dual Wavelength Integrat-

ing Bio-Aerosol Spectrometer, WIBS-3 (Kaye et al., 2005;

Gabey et al., 2010). Air was drawn down through a 6 m ver-

tical inlet stack and through a 2.5 µm cut off cyclone and dis-

tributed along the container via a horizontal manifold with

isokinetic sampling ports.

No filter samples were taken on the aircraft during this

case study, however nucleopore filters were exposed at the

ground site, and these were analysed off-line using an auto-

mated scanning electron microscope (SEM) and an energy

dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis technique.

3 Description of models

Numerical modelling studies can provide useful insight in

terms of identifying the dominant microphysical processes

that occur in clouds. In this instance, results from numeri-

cal models are used to complement the in situ observations –

specifically to address: (i) whether aerosols measured at the

ground are linked to the aerosols within the cloud; and (ii)

the issue of how important the Hallett-Mossop process is in

terms of the evolution of the boundary layer cloud and sub-

sequent precipitation. The models used are now described.

3.1 WRF

Simulations of this case study (B425) were performed using

the WRF (Weather Research and Forecasting) model (Ver-

sion 3.1.1), which was configured in the following way, with

3 nested domains. The outermost domain had a resolution of

9km and used a time step of 18 seconds. Subsequent domains

were scaled down in a ratio of 3:1 relative to each other.

Hence the 2nd domain had a 3km resolution and a 6 second

time-step while the innermost domain, focussed on the obser-

vation region, was configured with a 1km resolution and used

a 3 second time-step (Fig. 1 shows the innermost nest). The

outer most domain was an ‘NAE’ type domain whch cov-

ered most of the North Atlantic and western/central Europe

(356 gridpoints E–W; 196 gridpoints S–N, domain centre

= 54.8◦ N, 6.7◦ W), while the second domain encompassed

the British Isles and the north coast of France (319 grid-

points E–W; 322 gridpoints S–N, domain centre = 52.7◦ N,

1.9◦ W). The inner most domain covered the observational

region (391 gridpoints E–W; 328 gridpoints S–N, domain

centre = 51.4◦ N, 2.1◦ W).

The model was initialized at 00:00 UTC, 22 January 2009

with National Centre for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)

analysis data at 1 degree horizontal resolution. Boundary

conditions for the outer domain were also constrained by

the NCEP analyses and were updated every 6 h. The analysis

data were interpolated onto 80 vertical levels, with a model

top at 20 km. The model was configured for one-way nesting

such that the inner domains did not feed back onto the par-

ent domains. For the microphysical processes, the Morrison

bulk scheme (Morrison et al., 2005) was implemented. This

contains dual-moment representations of cloud liquid water,

rain, cloud ice, snow and graupel. A gamma distribution is

used to describe the cloud droplet size distribution, with a di-

agnostic relation for the distribution shape parameter; for all

other hydrometeors the Marshall and Palmer (1948) distribu-

tion is used, which assumes that the rain drops size distribu-

tion is exponentially distributed in diameter.

3.2 ACPIM

To expand on the WRF study, a 1-D column process model

with bin microphysics was used to further explore the mi-

crophysical processes occurring within the cloud. The model

used is the Aerosol Cloud and Precipitation Interactions

Model (ACPIM), developed at the University of Manchester

(detailed in Dearden et al., 2011).

In the model, aerosols and water particles are represented

by having a 2-D grid representing the number concentration

of aerosols of mass ma and associated water mass mw, (as

described by Bott, 2000). This allows a spectrum of particles

with different aerosol mass to be formed from the subsequent

collision of activated droplets. The aerosol size distribution

can be input to the model where the aerosols are assumed

to be in equilibrium with the ambient humidity below cloud

base and their water content is derived using the Zdanovskii-

Stokes-Robinson (ZSR) mixing rule (Stokes and Robinson,

1966).

The aerosols grow according to the droplet growth equa-

tion (Pruppacher and Klett, 1997) with a condensation
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coefficient of 1 and thermal accommodation coefficient of

0.7. They are transferred along the bin grid using the mov-

ing centre bin scheme (Jacobson, 2005). The droplets grow

along Kohler curves that are defined from the ZSR mixing

rule and the Kelvin equation, using a surface tension equal

to that of pure water (Topping et al., 2005); we also utilise

ventilation coefficients for heat and vapour, Pruppacher and

Klett (1997). Once activated the drops grow by collision and

coalescence with the gravitational kernel adapted from Hall

(1980). The numerical scheme used to solve the stochas-

tic coalescence equation is a 2-moment scheme conserving

number and mass and uses the collision efficiencies based

on the Table in Hall (1980). Furthermore, turbulent enhance-

ment of the collision efficiencies of drops with radii of 10,

20 and 30 microns radius were coded as an option (based on

Fig. 14 in Pinsky et al., 1999)

The ice nucleation scheme described by DeMott et al.

(2010) is used to initiate ice in the model. This scheme re-

quires a knowledge of the number of aerosols larger than

0.5 µm diameter as input, which is diagnosed from the prog-

nostic aerosol bins within the model. Once formed, ice crys-

tals grow from the vapour using the variable aspect ratio,

variable density model described by Chen and Lamb (1994a),

where the aspect ratio tends towards an inherent growth ratio

as observed in the experiments of Fukuta (1969). The vari-

able density reflects the fact that hollow crystals are produced

at high supersaturations due to rarefactions in the vapour

field, whereas the inherent growth ratio reflects the changes

in the deposition coefficients on the different crystallographic

faces (Libbrecht, 2005).

Crystals also grow by aggregation, and here an aggrega-

tion efficiency of 0.5 has been chosen (which may be too

high based on the results of Connolly et al., 2012), while

riming efficiencies were set to unity. The size of aggregates

of ice crystals is defined by using a fractal-like dimension

of 2 such that ice crystal mass is proportional to particle di-

ameter squared (Westbrook et al., 2004), and by specifying

that the first aggregation occurs with the two major axes at a

45◦ angle, while riming serves to fill in the ice matrix until

it forms an ice sphere, whereupon rime mass is deposited to

form an ice shell of high density. During riming in the tem-

perature range of −2.5 to −7.5◦C ice shards are ejected at a

rate equal to 350 splinters per kg of air per milligram of rime

accreted (Hallett and Mossop, 1974).

The calculations carried out by this idealised model can

only be taken in a relative sense as the dynamical framework

is somewhat unrealistic; nevertheless there is value in doing

this as the cloud system in this case study persisted for sev-

eral hours. It is assumed that ice is formed by primary nu-

cleation and falls against the updraft, but is mostly levitated

by the updraft, whereas liquid water is supplied through con-

densation, which occurs as the air is lifted by the updraft. In

this investigation the parcel was lifted at ∼0.5 m s−1 (based

on typical values observed by the lidar) until it reached the

−5 ◦C level, following which the ascent of the parcel was ter-
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Fig. 2. Time-height contour plot of vertically pointing cloud radar

(top panel) and lidar ceilometer (bottom panel) during flight B425.

Black markers on the radar time series show the height range of the

cloud base detected by the lidar.

minated. Initial conditions for the parcel were: RH = 95 %,

T = +1 ◦C, P = 950 mbar. This leaves the simulation with

the same maximum liquid water content that was observed

(see Fig. 3) with ice crystals formed by primary nucleation

and growth occurring by vapour deposition, riming and ag-

gregation. Note that the model does not distinguish between

cloud drops and warm rain per se, but adopts the convention

that drops larger than 80 µm diameter are classified as rain

and those smaller are cloud particles (as in Seifert and Be-

heng, 2006).

The ACPIM was used to assess the sensitivity of the

glaciation of the cloud to:

– The assumptions of different aerosol mixing states and

the effect this has on CCN – as described in Sect. 4.2

and Fig. 6.

– The efficiency of the collision-coalescence process – by

specifying either the Hall (1980) collision efficiency or

the Pinsky et al. (1999) collision efficiencies.

– The number of primary IN, control, medium and high

– by multiplying the DeMott et al. (2010) predicted IN

number concentration by a constant: [1, 10, 100].

4 Observational results

The 22 January 2009 saw a region of lower pressure to the

north-west of the UK between Iceland and Ireland, with

higher pressure to the east over Europe. Earlier, a series of

warm fronts crossed the UK; one the previous day and a sec-

ond in the early morning which was closely followed by a

cold front. By midday, prior to take off, troughs were ob-

served over London and the west coast of Ireland. The Met

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/4963/2012/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 12, 4963–4985, 2012
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Office operational radar network showed two north-south

orientated bands of precipitation moving to the east which

had precipitated over the UK earlier in the morning. At the

time of take-off (13:15 UTC) a thin band of cloud orien-

tated east-west passed over the UK with rainfall rates of up

to approximately 3 mm h−1. The aircraft profile of tempera-

ture and dew point temperature showed there to be a moist

layer between 1.6 and 2.2 km with a dry layer between 2.2

and 2.5 km. This was in good agreement with measurements

from the midday radiosonde releases from Cambourne and

nearby Larkhill (see Fig. 1 for locations).

4.1 Cloud properties

Figure 2 shows a time series of the 35GHz vertically point-

ing radar reflectivity and lidar backscatter coefficient at

CFARR. The line of cloud measured with the FAAM air-

craft started to pass over the radar at around 14:00 UTC. Both

the radar and lidar observed drizzle below 1 km from just

before 14:30 UTC until around 15:00 UTC. The reflectivity

from this liquid precipitation peaked at around 30 dBZ, cor-

responding to a rain rate of several mm per hour

The typical cloud properties observed at each level of the

series of constant altitude runs (Table 1) are summarized in

Fig. 3. The first run R1 (Altitude = 1.30 km, T = −1 ◦C) was

performed inbound to CFARR in cloud while the recipro-

cal run R2 was performed outbound from CFARR below

cloud (Altitude = 0.75 km, T = +2.7 ◦C). R2 intersected a

band of precipitation which contained low concentrations

(0.002 L−1) of spheroidal particles with observed volume

mode diameters ranging from 200 to 600 µm and rain rates

of up to 4 mm h−1 at a distance of 28 to 50 km from the

Chilbolton observatory. For the majority of the run the CDP

droplet number concentration was approximately zero. These

observations (e.g. of cloud base height and the presence of

drizzle below cloud) are in agreement with the observations

from the vertical pointing radar shown in Fig. 2.

Figures 4 and 5 show the altitude of the aircraft overlaid

on RHI scans from CAMRa along the 253◦ radial for the first

in-cloud runs, R1 and R3 (inbound to Chilbolton, Altitude

= 1.26 km, T = −3.5 ◦C), respectively. Here the RHI scan

closest in time to each cloud penetration is chosen for com-

parison. RHI scans at the times of R2 (below cloud) and R4

(neither shown) found the sampled clouds to be comprised

of many cells with radar reflectivity values ranging from ap-

proximately 0 to +30 dBz. A bright band in the reflectivity,

which signifies the melting layer, was seen in the CAMRa

RHI scans from around 13:58 onwards, at an altitude slightly

less than 1 km (see Fig. 5 for R3). There was a correspond-

ing enhancement in differential reflectivity at the same level

(not shown) However, the bright band, corresponding to the

melting of ice particles as they pass through the 0 ◦C level,

appears to be quite weak or absent through a lot of the cloud

sampled. This suggests that the radar signal is largely domi-

nated by graupel or heavily rimed crystals in the parts pro-

ducing the precipitation. This is in contrast to a situation

where a much stronger bright band effect would be produced

by melting snow flakes passing through this level. Subse-

quent RHI scans do show some enhancement (over that of

R3) in the bright band and differential reflectivity at around

this level.

Figures 4 and 5 also show key microphysical measure-

ments made by the aircraft during runs R1 and R3 (the two

earliest in cloud runs). During R1, droplet number concen-

trations of around 150 cm−3 were observed (Fig. 4, second

panel). Concentrations of drizzle droplets of approximately

0.03 L−1 were also observed and contribute much less to the

condensed water content than the smaller droplets. This run

encountered these cells in the line of clouds at an early stage

of development. The layer of weak reflectivity in the near-

est 30 km to CFARR (Fig. 4, top) is actually an echo from

the base of the inversion, caused by the turbulent mixing of

the dry air in the free troposphere and the moister air in the

boundary layer (e.g. Morcrette et al., 2007). The potential

for turbulent loss of aerosol particles across this inversion is

discussed later.

In the second in-cloud run R3 (Fig. 5), the line of

clouds was encountered 45 min later (than during R1), and

a greater number of cells were intercepted, and many of

these cells were more “developed”. The radar reflectivity

values were higher, and the cloud contained both liquid

and ice in varying amounts. Over the first 10km of the

in-cloud section of the run, the turbulence intensity was

relatively lower than the run average (mean vertical ve-

locity, w = 0.15 m s−1, σ = 0.55 m s−1; in-cloud average,

w = 0.55 m s−1, σ = 0.71 m s−1). Continuous cloud was ob-

served from 42.5 km west of CFARR but the degree of

glaciation often varied considerably between adjacent re-

gions and was sometimes seen to undergo rapid transitions

as the aircraft passed through cells (and parts of cells) in dif-

ferent stages of evolution and after potentially mixing with

air from previous cells (in varying amounts). At the start of

the cloud penetration, 42.5 km out from CFARR, the cloud

was mixed phase in nature, containing a few tens per cm3

of droplets and approximately 20 L−1 of rimed ice particles.

38.2 km from CFARR the ice crystal number doubled and no

droplets were detected by the CDP or imaged by the 2DS.

Images of crystals in this region showed them to be com-

prised of rimed columns and aggregates. Directly follow-

ing this, a region was encountered that comprised of a short

burst of high concentrations of supercooled droplets (up to

150 cm−3) coexisting with only a few per litre of ice par-

ticles, all within a distance of only 400 m. CAMRa gave a

weak echo at this position. An extensive mixed phase re-

gion containing rimed ice and columns of relatively high

ice crystal number concentration (20 to 100 L−1) then per-

sisted for 8.3 km before another supercooled region was en-

countered. This largely supercooled liquid region spanned

approximately 11.2 km but unlike the previous regions, pro-

longed updrafts were also encountered with typical vertical
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Fig. 3. In situ cloud particle number concentrations and ice and liquid water contents from flight B425, runs R1 to R7, as a function of

ambient temperature. Red dots indicate a single 1Hz data point; the black diamond is the median for the run and the large blue circle is the

mean. The two smaller interconnected blue circles are one standard deviation from the mean.

velocities of between 1–2 m s−1, with associated peak liq-

uid water contents of up to 1 g m−3 in the strongest updrafts.

Rimed ice particles were also present in this region in con-

centrations of 1–10 L−1, and the radar echo here was around

15–20 dBZ. A further mixed phase region, quiescent in na-

ture, consisting of rimed ice and small columns followed.

Mixed phase conditions were then encountered at a distance

of 18.3 km from CFARR and persisted for 5.3 km with peak

ice crystal number concentrations of up to 80 L−1 and ice wa-

ter contents of approximately 0.2 g m−3. Closer to CFARR,

the cloud was mainly comprised of supercooled liquid with

some drizzle drops present. 2DS imagery showed that there

was no detectable ice present.

On the next in-cloud run (R4, outbound from CFARR, alti-

tude = 1.93 km, T = −6 ◦C) at a distance of 13 to 20 km from

CFARR, graupel and pristine column crystals were observed,

the latter in concentrations of 100–200 L−1, with correspond-

ing ice water contents of 0.5–1 g m−3. Low concentrations

of supercooled droplets were also present (up to 25 cm−3).

Heavy riming (and freezing of water within the ports) of the

turbulence probe made subsequent wind measurements unre-

liable for the remainder of this run. 30 km from CFARR the

droplet concentration increased to 50 cm−3 and continued to

increase to around 100 cm−3 over the next 6 km while the ice

crystal concentration reduced to zero.

A run was also performed close to cloud top (R5: T =

−7.5 ◦C) at an altitude of 2.24 km. A mixed phase feature

10.1 to 22.1 km from CFARR displayed typical ice concen-

trations of less than 20 L−1 with ice water contents less than

0.1 g m−3. A few small regions showed enhancements of ice

concentrations exceeding 100 L−1 and ice water contents of

0.5 g m−3. The ice particles in these regions were of similar

habit to those of previous runs. Within this run supercooled

droplets were present at low concentrations (10–30 cm−3)

and liquid water contents were typically in the range of 0.05–

0.2 g m−3.

Runs R6 and R7 were subsequently performed above

cloud to assess potential seeding from above at altitudes of

2.54 km and 2.24 km respectively. However none of the cloud

spectrometers detected any particles within their capabilities,

thus making the possibility of ice seeding initiating glacia-

tion in these clouds from an above cloud source unlikely.

This is also supported by the radar scans and vertical pro-

files.

4.2 In situ aerosol properties

Aerosol measurements showed the operational area to be

representative of clean air mass types. Below cloud base

the mean PCASP aerosol number concentration was around

120 cm−3 (run R2, Altitude = 0.75 km). A run above the in-

version (R6, Altitude = 2.54 km) found the aerosol number

concentration was only ∼10 cm−3.

The sub-micron aerosol mass composition on average be-

low cloud, as measured by the C-ToF-AMS, was: 0.28 µg
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Fig. 4. Reflectivity from the 3 GHz CAMRa RHI scan along the 253◦ radial and GPS altitude (a) – (top panel, time of scan indicated in top

left). In situ total particle number concentration (black lines, left axes) and mass loadings (blue lines, right axes) measured by the CDP (b)

as a function of distance from CFARR; 2DS round classification (c), and 2DS ice classification (d). Also shown (e); in situ temperature from

the de-iced Rosemount sensor; vertical wind speed from the 5-hole pressure port turbulence probe, all from run R1, inbound to CFARR.

m−3 of organic aerosol; 0.11 µg m−3 of sulphate; and NH4
+

and NO−

3 each contributed approximately 0.05 µg m−3 to the

total. For reference the total aerosol mass as determined with

from the PCASP was 2.05 µg m−3 (ρ = 1.4 g cm−3). The rel-

ative aerosol composition breakdown observed during run

R2 was very similar to that measured at the CFARR ground

site (again with a C-ToF-AMS) during the first half of the

flight. In each case, organic aerosol represented around 50 %

of the total mass, sulphate contributed 25 %, nitrate 10 %,

with varying contributions from other species. The organic

mass spectra showed the same ordering of m/z peaks in each

case and indicated a mixture of combustion sources (solid

fuel burning and vehicle emissions) together with a more at-

mospherically aged component.

The WIBS detected material consistent with primary flu-

orescent biological aerosol particles (PBAP), with modal di-

ameters between ∼1.5 µm to 2.5 µm. The potential for these

particles to act as ice nuclei at slightly supercooled temper-

atures is discussed later. However, no PBAP measurements

were made on the aircraft so no direct comparison is possi-

ble.

Comparison of the average aerosol size distribution mea-

sured throughout the duration of the flight at the ground site

with those from the below cloud run on the aircraft, show

similar concentrations across their overlapping size ranges

for the SMPS and PCASP (Fig. 6a), suggesting that the air

at the ground was coupled to and representative of the air

just below the base of the cloud. This was confirmed by the

Doppler cloud radar measurements which were limited to

heights above 500m. Doppler velocity variances were used

to determine the turbulence profile and estimate eddy dissi-

pation rates using the technique described by Bouniol et al.

(2003). Dissipation rates in excess of 10−4 m2 s−3 were ob-

served at all levels through the cloud showing that mixing

was occurring from cloud top down to near surface, hence

aerosol properties should be similar.

Analysis of the nucleopore filters taken on the ground re-

vealed that most of the detected particles had compositions

and morphologies indicative of sea salt. After sea salt, the

most frequently identified elements in these particles were

Fe, Si and Al, which are found in abundance in mineral

dusts. Those particles that were predominantly mineral dust
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Fig. 5. Same as Fig. 4 but for Run R3, inbound to CFARR.

in composition had equivalent area diameters of up to 5 µm.

Sea salt aerosols were found with diameters up to 10 µm.

The size distributions for all particles, and the fraction of

those identified as mineral dust (from the SEM-EDX anal-

ysis) and biological particles (from the WIBS probe) are

shown in Fig. 6a and c respectively. The lognormal fits to

the size distribution data are also given in Fig. 6a, b.

Note that mineral dust was generally present for sizes

larger than 0.6 µm (Fig. 6c), while the dust fraction steadily

decreased with size until 5 µm. The biological particles

showed the opposite trend.

Further evidence that the aerosols measured at the ground

were transported to the cloud base was found by apply-

ing the Aerosol-Cloud and Precipitation Interactions Model

(ACPIM) in a parcel model configuration. ACPIM was ini-

tialised with the aerosol size distribution and chemical com-

position measured at the ground, and used to predict the

number of CCN in the air just below cloud base for differ-

ent updraft speeds, based on the aircraft in situ measured

turbulence velocities (described below). C-ToF-AMS mea-

surements showed the aerosols measured both at the ground

and on the aircraft (during out of cloud runs) were domi-

nated by organic material. A Positive Matrix Factorisation

(PMF, Ulbrich et al., 2009; Lanz et al., 2007) analysis of the

aerosol suggested that the composition breakdown of the or-

ganic components was approximately: 50 % of biomass burn-

ing origin (BBOA); 33 % hydrocarbon like organic aerosol

(HOA) and 17 % low-volatility oxygenated organic aerosol

(LV-OOA). HTDMA data suggested that there were two

modes of different hygroscopicity, implying some aerosol of

different composition were externally mixed. It is likely that

the BBOA would form one internal mode while the HOA and

LV-OOA would be internally mixed with the ammonium sul-

phate and nitrate, which were present as 25 and 10 % of the

total (organic and inorganic) aerosol mass. In the absence of

further information, Fulvic acid was used as the representa-

tive of both the biomass burning aerosol and the mixture of

HOA and LV-OOA. To input the aerosol size distribution, 3

lognormal modes were fitted to the observed composite size

distribution measured at the ground. Figure 6a, b show the

observed data, plus the log normal fits. The lognormal fit pa-

rameters are provided in the caption.

Sensitivity studies were undertaken to try to ascertain the

importance of aerosol composition to the CCN activity. Five

scenarios were examined: (i) for a composition of pure am-

monium sulphate; (ii) for a composition of pure fulvic acid;

(iii) for an internal mixture comprised of ammonium sul-

phate (25 % by mass); ammonium nitrate (10 % by mass) and
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Fig. 6. (a) the ground based and aircraft (run R2, below cloud)

aerosol size distribution measurements. Red line: SMPS (ground);

Black line: PCASP (aircraft); Green line: GRIMM (ground); Blue

line: WIBS total (ground). Note that in some of the ACPIM runs

we assumed that the aerosols had size independent composition (as

shown in a) and in other runs that the aerosol had a small mode

of non-hygroscopic organic aerosols (as shown in b). (c) the frac-

tion of aerosols measured by the WIBS and determined to be of

biological origin (black line), and the fraction of the filter sam-

ple derived aerosol size distribution (determined from ESEM/EDX

analysis of samples) that was refractory in nature (red line). The

three lognormal modes that were fitted to the data have fit pa-

rameters: n = [3221, 145, 13.7] cm−3; d̄ = [37, 200, 861] nm and

lnσg = [0.50, 0.40, 0.49].

Fulvic acid (65 % by mass); (iv) for a case consisting of an

external mixture of three compositional modes (ammonium

sulphate, ammonium nitrate and fulvic acid) with mass ra-

tios of all three that are independent of size and equal to that

of case (iii); lastly (v) for a case where the two larger size

modes were comprised of an internal mixture of all 3 com-

ponents as in case (iv) but with the smallest mode comprised

of purely fulvic acid. The last case is likely to be the most

realistic based on the arguments that the biomass burning or-

ganic aerosol is likely to be externally mixed from the rest of

the aerosol.

The model was run for 9 different constant updraft speeds

(0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 2.5 m s−1), start-

ing at 950 mbar and +1 ◦C at an RH of 95 %, and in each

case, ascents of 400m were undertaken. No ice phase pro-

cesses were switched on in these simulations as they were

primarily to test the description of the aerosol activation pro-

cess within the model, while using as much ground based

data as was possible.

From the model output the maximum super saturation at-

tained against the number of particles that were activated

above cloud base is plotted for each of the five composi-

tion cases (Fig. 7a). Data from a dual column CCN instru-

ment during the below cloud run R2 (at 750 m altitude),

were used for comparison with these data. At the two super-

saturations used (0.08 and 0.12 %), the average CCN concen-

trations were 30 and 54 cm−3 respectively. These two data

points are shown plotted together with the model simulations

in Fig. 7a. This shows that the best agreement between model

and data was found when assuming an external mixture. For

this case there is no significant difference between assum-

ing aerosol are all internally mixed or that they exist as an

external mixture, however, the presence of the organic com-

ponent was important in reducing the overall CCN activity.

Note that case (v) which considers a separate mode of small

organic aerosol shows a relative insensitivity to updraft speed

in the range w = 0.5 → 2.5 m s−1. Because of this assump-

tion case (v) later turns out to be the best assumption to adopt

(see Section 5.2)

Probability density analysis of the aircraft measured 32 Hz

vertical wind speeds in-cloud through run R1 yielded a

modal value of 0.6 m s−1. For the first four assumptions

of aerosol mixing state (except case (ii)), this relates to

an activated droplet number concentration of approximately

350 cm−3 for the ACPIM parcel model, significantly higher

than the observations of droplet number concentration which

peaks at ∼150 cm−3 (Fig. 3). In the same regions the liq-

uid water content was found to be close to adiabatic with

1 g m−3 at −5 ◦C (with cloud base at 0 ◦C). Only the run

that assumes that the smallest mode is an externally mixed

organic aerosol is able to predict ∼150–180 cm−3 of cloud

drops for the above updraft speed.

A further possibility to explain the difference between the

measured drop concentration and the predicted drop concen-

tration for composition assumptions (i) to (iv) is that there

is dilution of the air as it ascends through the atmosphere.

The radiosonde temperature sounding from nearby Larkhill

(Fig. 8c) showed a slight inversion (∼0.2 to 0.3 degrees in

potential temperature) at ∼1 km, just below cloud base, for

this case study; note that this inversion is not present in the

WRF simulation (described below) as WRF was run from a

global meteorological analysis, which tends to smooth out

such gradients. The effect of turbulent mixing between the

boundary layer and free tropospheric air at this inversion

would be to reduce concentrations of aerosols surviving into

cloud base, which assuming aerosol composition assumption

(v) to be correct would lead to an under-prediction in cloud

droplet number. However, it should be noted that it cannot

be ruled out that a combination of some turbulent loss across

the inversion at cloud base and an aerosol composition as-

sumption somewhat between options (iv) and (v) could exist

which would also lead to the observed droplet number con-

centrations. However the exact reason for the observed drop

numbers is not crucial to the remaining analyses.
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Fig. 7. (a) The results of parcel model simulations predicting the CCN concentration for different prescribed up-draught speeds plotted

against the peak super-saturation attained, for different assumptions regarding mixed aerosol composition (see text). Also shown on the

same plot are the measured CCN concentrations at super-saturations of 0.08 and 0.12 % in the air below cloud base (from aircraft run R2

below cloud base); (b) the modelled CCN concentrations plotted against updraft speed for the same cases. The Pure (NH4)2SO4, Pure fulvic

acid and Internal mixture cases correspond to runs that assume a constant composition across the whole size distribution (see Fig. 6a for

a schematic); the External mixture case corresponds to an external mixture of three pure components, that have equal number ratios across

the whole distribution (see text); and the Ext. mix 2 case refers to an assumption where the smallest mode has a composition that is a non-

hygroscopic organic acid with the other modes set to an internal mixture as described in the text (see Fig. 6b for a schematic). The effect that

this latter assumption has is to limit the maximum number activated to approximately 180 cm−3 for updrafts larger than ∼ 0.5 m s−1.

As indicated previously, CAMRa observed a layer of weak

reflectivity (in the cloud free region) in the nearest 30 km to

CFARR at the time of R1 (Fig. 4). This was identified as be-

ing an echo from the base of the inversion, caused by the

turbulent mixing of the dry air from the free troposphere

with the moister air in the boundary layer (e.g. Morcrette

et al., 2007) and so is consistent with the above hypothesis

of aerosol loss across this layer.

In summary, the aerosols measured at the ground are

strongly linked to the aerosols at 750 m, but in order to ex-

plain the number of drops activated in the cloud either of the

following may be true:

– The small aerosols are comprised predominantly of or-

ganic components and so are less hygroscopic than the

rest of the size distribution as simulated in case (v)

above.

– The slight inversion just below cloud base results in re-

duced aerosol concentrations interacting with the cloud

via entrainment.

5 Modelling results

5.1 Sensitivity studies of the HM process using WRF

Using the set-up described in Sect. 3.1, an initial 24 h sim-

ulation was performed with WRF, using the Morrison mi-

crophysics scheme and a fixed droplet number concentra-

tion of 150 cm−3 based on the peak concentration from the

in situ measurements. To help assess the performance of the

model, the simulated reflectivity was calculated at the grid-

point closest to CFARR (51.15◦ N, 1.45◦ W) within the in-

nermost domain, to allow for comparison with the reflectivity

time series as measured by the vertically pointing radar. The

simulated reflectivity was diagnosed from the 6th moment of

the size distribution for precipitation-sized particles (i.e. rain,

snow and graupel).

Comparison of the simulated reflectivity timeseries with

that observed showed (not shown here) that the timing of

the rain bands associated with the passing of the fronts dur-

ing the night and into the morning were well simulated by

the model. The most interesting aspect of the simulation

was the presence of a strong reflectivity signature at around

14:30 UTC, which is consistent with the onset of convection

over CFARR. Although the timing of convection over the

Chilbolton region was captured by the model, the simulated

cloud top was slightly higher. This can be explained through

analysis of model temperature profiles vs. radiosonde data

for selected locations at 12:00 UTC. This shows that the

model was not able to capture the sharp inversion at around

2 km which was clearly present in the radiosonde profiles

(Fig. 8). This failure is likely due to insufficient vertical res-

olution in the model and/or analyses used for initialisation.

Further analysis of the model fields also revealed some

differences in the history of the convective cloud system.
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Fig. 8. Temperature profiles from radiosonde data (black) and the WRF model simulation (red) at selected locations. All profiles are taken

at 12:00 UTC on the 22 January 2009. Note the small inversion just below cloud base at ∼750m in the Larkhill and Cambourne soundings

(green circle).

In the simulation, the origin of the convective activity was

traced back to the Devon and Cornwall peninsula around late

morning, which then advected eastwards where it reached the

Chilbolton region at around 14:30 UTC. This is in contrast to

the rainfall radar observations, which suggest a later spin-

up. Meridional cross-sections through the simulated cloud

taken at a latitude 51◦ N at 12:00 UTC (Fig. 9) reveal the

mixed-phase nature of the cloud and that it is also produc-

ing precipitation at this time. The warm rain process (repre-

sented through the autoconversion scheme of Khairoutdinov

and Kogan, 2000) does contribute to precipitation formation

here, although a significant amount of precipitation also de-

velops via growth of ice by deposition and/or collection of

cloud droplets, forming snow and graupel which then melts

to form rain below cloud base (∼1 km). Note the role of rain

in the HM process is explored in more detail with the ACPIM

model in Sect. 5.2

In the Morrison scheme, the HM process can activate in

the temperature range between −3 ◦C and −8 ◦C, but de-

pends on the mass of supercooled liquid (both cloud liquid

water and rain) available for riming. Rime splintering acts

to increase both the mass and number of the cloud ice cat-

egory, and can act on both snow and graupel depending on

which categories are present. Growth of snow through rim-

ing of cloud water converts it to graupel, independent of the

HM process.

An additional simulation was performed where the

HM process was switched off from the start of the run

(00:00 UTC, 22 January 2009) and the results were compared

directly to the simulation where HM was included. Figure 10

(left and centre panels) shows that, by 12:00 UTC, a con-

siderable reduction is noticeable in both cloud ice and snow

number concentrations due to the effect of switching off the

HM process (as noted in the difference plots on the bottom

row).

In particular, the cloud ice number concentration reduces

from peak values of ∼ 30L−1 to less than ∼ 1L−1 whereas

the snow number concentration reduces from peak values

of ∼ 15L−1 to less than ∼ 2L−1. Figure 10 (right panels)

shows the effect HM has on the graupel number concentra-

tion. The graupel number concentrations, even in the absence

of HM, still reach up to ∼ 5L−1 at 12:00 UTC. The impact on
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precipitation at 14:30 UTC is shown in Fig. 11. Switching off

HM leads to a reduction in the spatial extent of the precipi-

tation produced; however, there is no significant reduction in

the maximum intensity and therefore the HM process does

not appear to be critical to the production of precipitation

in this particular simulation. This suggests that even in the

absence of HM the graupel number concentrations are high

enough to sustain the precipitation.

Additional simulations (not shown) revealed that disabling

the graupel category, such that the solid phase is represented

by simply cloud ice and snow, results in an increase in snow

mass due to conservation of total water. However there is a

shift in the size distribution towards larger, fewer snowflakes

(∼1 L−1) due to aggregation (the lack of a self-collection

term for graupel explains the higher number concentrations

when graupel is included). The impact of this change in size

and habit of ice crystals on surface precipitation was small,

suggesting that the simulated shallow convective cloud is

largely insensitive to the categorisation of ice. A further test

with all ice processes switched off resulted in considerably

reduced precipitation, and most notably a distinct lack of pre-

cipitation over the Chilbolton area by 14:30 UTC. Thus it can

be concluded that the WRF simulation cannot sustain pre-

cipitation via the liquid phase alone; for this a consideration

of the ice phase is also necessary. In this particular case the

HM process was not found to be critical in order to main-

tain precipitation, implying that sufficient ice was produced

through the parameterisation of primary nucleation. This is

in contrast to the results from the detailed ACPIM modelling

(which follow in Sect. 5.2), which show that the warm rain

process was key to production of precipitation.

Primary ice nucleation in the version of the Morrison

scheme used in this study includes two mechanisms. The

first of these is based on the parameterization of Cooper

(1986), and is permitted to occur at all temperatures colder

than −8 ◦C, if the supersaturation with respect to ice exceeds

8 %. The concentration of ice crystals predicted by this pa-

rameterization is limited to a maximum value of 500 L−1 to

prevent unrealistically high concentrations at lower tempera-

tures. If the predicted concentration of new ice crystals from

the Cooper scheme is less than the concentration of ice par-

ticles already present, no additional ice particles are allowed

to form via this scheme.

Based on the coldest cloud top temperature in the model

simulation (−14 ◦C), the ice crystal concentration predicted

by the Cooper (1986) parameterization is 0.35 L−1. This

is approximately 6 times larger than the concentration pre-

dicted using the observed aerosol data (Fig. 6a) in the De-

Mott et al. (2010) parameterisation for the observed cloud

top temperature (∼ −8 ◦C).

The second mechanism by which primary ice can form in

the scheme, is based on the freezing of supercooled liquid,

with separate treatments for cloud liquid droplets and rain.

The freezing parameterizations are allowed to contribute if

the temperature is below −4 ◦C and if there is liquid wa-

ter and/or rain present. The mass and number of raindrops

that freeze is then determined from the parameterization of

immersion freezing (from Bigg, 1953). In the case of cloud

droplets, freezing can also occur due to contact freezing

(where the number of contact IN is obtained from Meyers

et al., 1992), in addition to immersion freezing. The stochas-

tic nature of both the contact and immersion freezing param-

eterizations means that they operate independently of the ex-

isting total ice crystal concentration, and are limited only by

the number concentration of liquid drops available. Thus new

ice crystals can continue to be produced by the model so long

as there is supercooled liquid present and the temperature is

cold enough.

Repeated simulations were performed with the model to

isolate the contribution from each primary ice nucleation

scheme to the total ice crystal concentration and the sub-

sequent impact on precipitation. This was done by switch-

ing off each nucleation scheme in turn to isolate the effect

of the other (note that freezing of droplets is treated as a

single mechanism from the combined effect of both contact

freezing and immersion freezing schemes together). The HM

process was left switched off for these simulations to focus

purely on primary ice.

Additional diagnostics were also output from the model

every 15 minutes, to quantify the instantaneous ice number

concentration tendency from both the Cooper scheme and

drop freezing schemes respectively. Here, tendency is de-

fined as the contribution of a particular process to the change

in the given prognostic variable within a time step.

It was found that the model tended to produce most of

the ice near to cloud top which then quickly grew to form

snow (and subsequently graupel) which were then removed

by sedimentation. Analysis of the ice crystal concentration

tendencies revealed that fresh ice crystals were being formed

at each timestep because the model does not account for the

depletion of IN. Competition between the different pathways

of ice nucleation was also noted, such that switching off one

nucleation mechanism was compensated by an increase in

the other.

A significant fraction of the simulated shallow convec-

tive cloud exhibited temperatures below −10 ◦C at cloud top,

with some localised turrets reaching −14◦C, which is signifi-

cantly colder than that inferred from MODIS (Moderate Res-

olution Imaging Spectroradiometer) satellite retrievals con-

current with the sampling period, CFARR radar and aircraft

observations at cloud top. The inability to account for the de-

pletion of IN, coupled with the fact that cloud top is colder

in the model than in reality, means the simulation produces

too much primary ice. These deficiencies in the simulation

negate the influence of the H-M process somewhat in terms

of the impact on the precipitation rates, and highlight the dif-

ficulties associated with the representation of shallow con-

vection in current mesoscale models.
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Fig. 9. Meridional cross-sections from model output at 51◦ N at time 12:00 UTC. Left: liquid mixing ratios (rain and droplet categories);

right : ice mixing ratios (snow and graupel categories). Plots are in units of g kg−1.

5.2 Sensitivity studies of the HM process using ACPIM

Results from ACPIM model runs will now be presented to

aid a discussion and interpretation of the microphysical pro-

cesses occurring within the observed cloud, before providing

a summary of all the simulations. The ACPIM was run as a

parcel model as described in Sect. 3.2 although in these sim-

ulations the ice processes were switched on. The parcel was

set to rise through the atmosphere with an updraft speed of

0.5 m s−1 until it reached a temperature of −5 ◦C where it

came to rest and remained there so that the cloud could de-

velop microphysically. Four sets of simulations were carried

out and compared. The simulations together with the ratio-

nale for carrying them out are listed below:

– Simulations examining sensitivity to aerosol number,

including a “control” run which assumed the distribu-

tion shown in Fig. 6b and a low aerosol run which as-

sumed the same distribution, but reduced by a factor of

1.5 in number. These runs used the Hall (1980) collision

kernel and are referred to as “Aerosol number” sensitiv-

ity.

– Simulations as above but comparing the difference be-

tween the Hall (1980) kernel and the kernel enhanced by

turbulence (Pinsky et al., 1999). Referred to as ‘Kernel

sensitivity’.

– Simulations assuming all of the aerosol were equally

internally mixed across all size bins, with both the Hall

(1980) and Pinsky et al. (1999) kernels. Referred to as

“Composition sensitivity”.

– Simulations with 3 different values of primary ice nuclei

concentrations (1×, 10× and 100× the DeMott et al.,

2010, scheme). Referred to as “IN sensitivity”.

These results will now be described.

5.2.1 Aerosol number sensitivity

Figure 12 shows a comparison between ACPIM simulations

using the control aerosol size and composition distribution

and the “low aerosol” run where the same aerosol num-

ber parameter in the lognormal fits was divided by 1.5. The

runs highlight the strong non-linearity that exists between the

number of aerosol particles and the glaciation of the cloud.

Figure 12a shows the number of activated cloud drops in

both cases. Unsurprisingly the run with low aerosol concen-

trations has the lower cloud droplet number concentration

(∼ 100 cm−3 vs. ∼180 cm−3). In the run with higher aerosol

concentrations the cloud droplet number remains almost con-

stant for the whole of the run, whereas in the low aerosol

run the cloud droplet number concentration reduces some-

what, due to collision and coalescence (and also capture by

ice crystals), before the drops completely evaporate due to

the Bergeron-Findeison process.

Figure 12b shows the ice crystal number concentration

in these two runs and reveals that in the control run with

higher aerosol concentrations the ice particle concentrations

are equal to the primary ice concentration (1 × 10−2 L−1),

whereas in the run with lower aerosol concentrations there is

an explosive increase in the ice crystal concentration at about

80 min into the model run. The sharp increase in ice crystal

number concentrations is preceded by an active warm rain

process (see Fig. 12c) and this significantly affects the liq-

uid water in the cloud (Fig. 12c inset). Eventually the cloud

completely glaciates, leaving no liquid water in the cloud (it

is all in the ice phase).

5.2.2 Kernel sensitivity

Figure 13 shows a comparison between ACPIM simulations

using the Hall (1980) kernel and another run where the effect

of turbulent enhancement of the collision kernel (following
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Fig. 11. Surface precipitation accumulated between 14:10 UTC and 14:30 UTC for: WRF with HM (left); Difference caused by disabling

HM (right).
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Fig. 12. Time series plots summarising the results from the ACPIM

run using the input aerosol distribution assuming external mixture

2 (see text and Fig. 6b) – black lines – and the same distribution

but with concentrations reduced by a factor of 1.5 (red lines) – both

using collection kernel of Hall (1980). (a) number of activated cloud

drops; (b) ice particle number concentration (inset is expanded to

show lower scale); (c) rain water content (inset is the cloud water

content). Note water is categorised as rain if the size is greater than

80 µm diameter.

Pinsky et al., 1999) is used. The runs highlight the impor-

tance of broadening the cloud water size distribution and the

onset of the warm rain process to the glaciation of the cloud.

Figure 13a shows the number of activated cloud drops in

both cases. Initially both runs have the same number of cloud
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Fig. 13. As Fig. 12, except black lines correspond to a run with

the Hall (1980) collision kernel and the red lines correspond to a

run using a turbulence enhanced collision kernel after Pinsky et al.

(1999). Note that enhancement of the collision efficiency of drops

by turbulence significantly enhances the collision-coalescence pro-

cess, which has a marked effect on the Hallett-Mossop process.

drops in them. However, the effect of turbulent enhancement

of the collision kernel on the formation of warm rain is very

pronounced and quickly reduces the number of cloud drops

by collision-coalescence. The cloud drop concentration re-

duces to less than 50 cm−3 before they completely evaporate

due to the Bergeron-Findeison process.
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Fig. 14. As Fig. 12, except black lines correspond to a run with the

Internal mixture assumption (see schematic in Fig. 6a and text) and

the Hall (1980) collision kernel and the red lines are the same but

with the collision kernel enhanced by turbulence (following Pinsky

et al., 1999). The Pinsky et al. (1999) kernel results in a reduction

of the drop concentration commensurate to what was measured by

the aircraft (Fig. 3) this is followed by rapid ice multiplication.

Figure 13b shows the ice crystal number concentration in

these two runs and the result is similar to the “Aerosol num-

ber” sensitivity in that warm rain results in rapid glaciation.

Interestingly the run with the turbulent enhancement of

the collision kernel does not completely glaciate as it still

contains reasonably high rain water contents (0.25 g m−3) to-

wards the end of the simulation (Fig. 13c) although the cloud

water is reduced to zero (inset).

5.2.3 Composition sensitivity

Figure 14 shows a comparison between ACPIM simulations

using the Hall (1980) kernel and another run using the tur-

bulence enhanced collision kernel (following Pinsky et al.,

1999), but also assumed that the aerosol had an internally

mixed composition that was size-independent (see Sect. 3.2

and Fig. 7). The runs show that even though too many cloud

drops are initially activated with these assumptions (when

compared to the observed cloud drop numbers, Fig. 3) the

collision-coalescence process may reduce the cloud drop

number concentration to values that are in agreement with

the aircraft measurements.

Figure 14a shows that when we assume the Pinsky et al.

(1999) kernel the cloud droplet number concentration is re-

duced to around 150cm−3, which gives good agreement with
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Fig. 15. As Fig. 12, except the three runs correspond to different

numbers of primary IN (i.e. DeMott et al.×1, 10 and 100). It can be

seen that in all cases similar amounts of ice are eventually produced

in the cloud.

the observations. This case also demonstrates an active warm

rain process (Fig. 14c) and so enables an active HM process

(Fig. 14b) leading to partial glaciation of the cloud by the end

of the simulation.

5.2.4 IN sensitivity

Figure 15 shows a comparison between ACPIM simulations

where the number of primary IN was varied by multiplying

the DeMott et al. (2010) scheme by 1, 10 and 100. The runs

demonstrate the non-linearity that primary ice number con-

centrations have on the number of ice crystals in this small

cumulus cloud. All runs used the Pinsky et al. (1999) colli-

sion kernel.

Figure 15a shows that the initial cloud droplet number con-

centrations are the same in each case (as expected) and then

quickly reduce due to collision and coalescence, which re-

sults in a reduction in cloud water (Fig. 15c, inset) and an

increase in the rain water content (Fig. 15c, main panel).

The runs glaciate over different time-scales resulting in cloud

drops evaporating at different times in Fig. 15a. This has an

interesting effect on the number of ice particles in the cloud

(Fig. 15b). The run with medium IN concentrations (10× the

DeMott scheme) ends up with the highest peak concentra-

tion, but the lowest final concentration of ice particles.

Both the medium and the high IN concentration runs com-

pletely glaciate, with no liquid or rain water left in the cloud
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by the end of the simulations; however, the low IN concentra-

tion run still has appreciable rain (∼ 0.15 g m−3 in Fig. 15c).

The reason for the non-linearity in peak ice concentration

is that when ice nuclei concentrations are low the HM pro-

cess acts to multiply the primary ice number concentration

by a certain factor until there is no liquid water left for rim-

ing, whereas when IN concentrations are high the same hap-

pens, but there is also a rapid Bergeron-Findeison process,

which quickly evaporates liquid water, leaving little available

for the HM process. In between there is a balance where the

highest concentrations can be reached.

It should be noted that in all of the ACPIM runs (apart from

the 100×IN run) the precipitation pathway was via the warm

rain process. This was not the case for the WRF simulation

where, because of a mis-representation of the time-evolution

of droplet number concentration and due to an overestima-

tion of the number of ice crystals, the precipitation occurred

predominantly via the aggregation and riming of ice crys-

tals. In this case the warm rain was responsible for over an

order of magnitude more of the precipitation than the ice pro-

cesses. However, in the 100× IN case significant precipita-

tion occurred without warm rain. This was because ice crys-

tal concentrations became large enough to grow by aggrega-

tion and then to start to precipitate, while also riming effec-

tively (i.e. riming snow). Interestingly the highest value of

the primary IN number does not produce the most ice crys-

tals in the modelled cloud. The reason for this is that a rapid

Bergeron-Findeison process results in the evaporation of liq-

uid water and switches off the Hallett-Mossop process.

6 Summary of model results

A combined modelling and observation study was used to

investigate the role of the Hallett-Mossop secondary ice pro-

duction process in terms of its influence on precipitation from

a winter-time shallow convective cloud region over the south-

ern part of the UK. Whilst the WRF model results showed

some increase in the spatial extent of precipitation occur-

rence due to inclusion of the Hallett-Mossop process, the

treatment of primary ice nucleation was found to have the

most significant control on precipitation, at least in this par-

ticular case.

The WRF model was able to reproduce total ice num-

ber concentrations of several per litre even in the absence

of the Hallett-Mossop process, which was sufficient to sus-

tain precipitation as the convective cells were advected east-

wards towards the Chilbolton region. However, these high

concentrations of primary ice were generated because the

model achieved significantly colder cloud top temperatures

than were actually observed, effectively reducing the model

sensitivity to the HM process. This was due to the inability

of the model to capture the temperature inversion observed at

2 km. This problem is compounded by the lack of a prognos-

tic treatment of IN in the model, which effectively allows

ice concentrations to be replenished at each timestep and

helps to maintain precipitation in an unrealistic way. These

issues serve to highlight the weaknesses associated with this

model scheme when simulating supercooled shallow convec-

tion common to the UK.

The ACPIM studies in particular found the HM process

to be a powerful mechanism for ice production, yielding 3

orders of magnitude more ice than predicted by the DeMott

et al. (2010) primary scheme acting alone. Key to the HM

process was the importance of having the correct aerosol in-

put and in predicting the correct broadening of the size dis-

tribution so that an active collision and coalescence process

was enabled. However, interestingly, for a model run with

primary ice crystal concentrations that were 100× the De-

Mott et al. scheme, significant amounts of precipitation was

formed through riming and the HM process was effectively

turned off by the Bergeron-Findeisen process removing the

droplets through evaporation (e.g. Crosier et al., 2011). The

strong sensitivity to the collision kernel suggests that there

is still more work to be done to quantify the collision kernel

and the effect that turbulence of different intensities has on

it.

Chamber studies suggest that dust particles are not very ef-

fective IN at these temperatures, but still the concentrations

observed in this case may be high enough to give the required

number of IN (Fig. 6a, c). In this study WIBS measure-

ments indicated that a significant number of particles in the

boundary layer, were very likely biological in origin. How-

ever, based on previous laboratory data (Levin and Yankof-

sky, 1983) the concentrations may not be high enough to ex-

plain the primary IN in this case. Without any available cloud

particle residual measurements, or airborne bioaerosol mea-

surements this cannot be confirmed.

Finally, ACPIM runs with “high” aerosol number concen-

trations and thus high droplet concentrations, showed no ev-

idence of ice enhancement over primary ice concentrations.

This was as a result of the inability to grow drops of sufficient

size in these conditions which could then precipitate through

the cloud collecting primary ice particles to form the instant

rimer particles required to initiate the HM splinter production

process. This highlights the importance of warm rain pro-

duction to this secondary ice particle production mechanism

(Jameson et al., 1996). As mentioned, for low primary IN

concentrations, ACPIM predicted the warm-rain process to

be the dominant precipitation pathway, while WRF predicted

precipitation to occur via ice aggregation and then riming.

Figure. 3, centre, bottom shows that in the observed cloud

there was significant liquid water at larger sizes below 0 ◦C;

this gives evidence that the “warm-rain” process was active

below 0 ◦C, and suggests that ACPIM gives a better account

of the microphysical processes in this case than WRF.
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7 Source of the primary ice nuclei

The DeMott et al. (2010) parameterisation does not explic-

itly specify the ice nuclei type at these high temperatures,

but we may gain some insight from the surface aerosol mea-

surements since it has been demonstrated from the aircraft in

situ and remote sensing measurements that there is coupling

between the air at the ground and the air just below the in-

version (i.e. just below cloud base), and hence with the air

entering cloud.

7.1 IN from the dust fraction of the measured aerosol

Using the ice nuclei surface area dependent active sites con-

cept described in Connolly et al. (2009); Niemand et al.

(2012) have investigated a range of mineral dusts and found

that the surface site density shows a similar dependence

for all of the dusts investigated at temperatures lower than

−10 ◦C. At −10 ◦C the best fit to aerosol surface site den-

sity, ns is ∼ 1 × 106 m−2 and extrapolation down to −5 ◦C

suggests that samples, such as Saharan dust, could have a

value of ns as high as ∼ 1 × 107 m−2 since there is signifi-

cant spread in the data at high temperatures.

We can therefore estimate the number ice nuclei, nin, that

are supplied by the dust fraction of the aerosol size distribu-

tion (see Fig. 6a and c) as follows:

nin =

Dmax
∫

0.6

dN(D)

dD
×

(

1 − exp

[

−
πD2

4
× ns

])

fa(D)dD (1)

where ns is the number of ice active sites per unit area of a

dust particle (as a function of temperature), fa(D) is the size-

dependent fraction of the aerosol size distribution that is dust

(Fig. 6c) and D is the diameter of the aerosol particle (for

simplicity particles are assumed to be spherical in this case).

A description of the derivation is provided in Connolly et al.

(2009) (see Eq. (9) of that paper).

Applying Eq. (1) to the observed aerosol properties, Fig. 6,

yields a primary ice crystal concentration due to mineral dust

nucleation of ∼1×10−2 L−1. It is worth noting that the De-

Mott parameterisation for these data yields concentrations

between 1×10−2 and 1×10−1 L−1 at −5 and −10 ◦C re-

spectively (note that cloud top was ∼ −7.5 ◦C). If we assume

that the DeMott parameterisation gives accurate values of IN,

then the moderate concentrations of dust in this case are high

enough to conclude that dust is a likely source of the IN.

7.2 IN from the biological fraction of the measured

aerosol

Biological particle size distributions (0.5< Dp <20 µm)

were also measured at the surface site (see Fig. 6) using the

WIBS instrument. In order to estimate the concentrations of

ice nuclei due to these particles we assume (in this envi-

ronment) that fluorescent particles with diameter less than

∼10 µm in diameter were of mainly single bacteria, bacte-

rial clumps or small spores, while those greater than 10 µm

were mainly pollen (e.g. Burrows et al., 2009). We then use

available literature to estimate their activity in the freezing

mode.

A study of drop freezing by Levin and Yankofsky (1983)

reported that drops of size 1 mm that contained, on average,

1×106 bacteria particles per drop had ∼50 % ice active frac-

tions at −5 ◦C, which means effectively 1 in 1 × 107 mil-

lion bacteria may be active as an ice nucleus. At −10 ◦C,

100 % were active (i.e. the ice active fraction was 1 in 5 mil-

lion). The WIBS reported concentrations of biological par-

ticles of ∼0.1 cm−3 during the aircraft flights (Dp <10 µm,

see Fig. 6a and c) and hence the ice active number concentra-

tion can be estimated using ratios from the Levin and Yankof-

sky study: ∼
1

1×107 × 0.1cm−3 ∼= 1 × 10−5 L−1. This is far

less than the IN resulting from the mineral dust (previous

section). Note that this assumes that one biological “particle”

will consist of, or carry, a single bacterium (rather than hav-

ing several bacteria or clumps of bacteria per particle). This

is a reasonable assumption when considering the typical size

of a bacterium (a few microns) which is comparable to the

size of the observed aerosol. Since the measured concentra-

tions of particles larger than 10µm diameter are negligible

and due to the fact the case was in January we have ruled out

possible contributions to the IN from pollen.

However, it was found by Möhler et al. (2008) that pseu-

domonas Syringae bacteria were active as ice nuclei at −8 ◦C

and could account for IN concentrations of around 0.01 L−1

although we do not have any measurements specific to this

species of bacteria. Further, Conen et al. (2011) found that

soil particles which consisted of a mixture of mineral and bi-

ological material were sometimes able to act as ice nuclei at

temperatures as high as −7 ◦C and fungi, lichen and plant

fragments have also been shown to act as ice nuclei (Després

et al., 2012).

Möhler et al. (2008) determined the ice active fraction of

several biological aerosol where they derived a typical ice

active fraction of 10−4 over the examined bio aerosols ac-

tive temperature range of -7◦C and -11◦C. Applying this sug-

gested ice active fraction to the average WIBS PBAP num-

ber concentration (∼0.1 cm−3) yields an IN concentration of

0.01 L−1. Further, Conen et al. (2011) found that soil parti-

cles which consisted of a mixture of mineral and biological

material were sometimes able to act as ice nuclei at tempera-

tures as high as −7 ◦C and fungi, lichen and plant fragments

have also been shown to act as ice nuclei (Després et al.,

2012).

While inconclusive, due to the lack of aircraft in situ bio-

logical particle data to constrain the estimated biological and

non-biological IN concentrations, calculations based on lab-

oratory data and the observed bioaerosol concentrations at

the surface, allow us to suggest that it is entirely plausible

that a significant fraction of the primary ice nuclei at the ob-

served temperatures could be of biological origin. However,
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this is limited by the choice of laboratory study used to con-

strain the ice active fraction of the biological aerosol and we

suggest that more laboratory studies are required if the influ-

ence of biological aerosol acting as atmospherically releveant

IN is to be understood.

8 The Hallett-Mossop secondary production

mechanism

All of the in situ observations performed during this study

displayed enhanced ice crystal number concentrations that

cannot be explained by primary nucleation alone. Calcu-

lated vertical profiles of predicted ice nuclei number con-

centrations in the observation region predict maximum val-

ues of ∼0.1 L−1 for the DeMott scheme and 1.2 L−1 for the

Meyers scheme. However, the in situ microphysical obser-

vations revealed regions of cloud which contained over an

order of magnitude more ice than can be predicted using

either scheme. In the regions of enhanced ice number con-

centrations, 2DS images displayed a significant number of

small columnar crystals coexisting with droplets and graupel

suggesting secondary ice production via the Hallett-Mossop

rime splintering process was possible and probably occur-

ring. To test this, equation 1 of Harris-Hobbs and Cooper

(1987) was applied to the data using the approach described

by Crosier et al. (2011). First an “observed” splinter produc-

tion rate was computed using the ice particle size distribution

observed within the HM zone (Run R3, 34 km from CFARR)

which displayed a small mode of columns with sizes rang-

ing from 45 to 145 µm in length. Assuming an ice crys-

tal growth rate of 0.4 µm s−1 at −3.5 ◦C (e.g. Ryan et al.,

1976) this would equate to an elapsed time of 250 seconds

for the crystals to grow across the size range observed, un-

der steady state, water saturated conditions. This implies a

required splinter production rate of ∼80 m−3s−1 in order to

maintain the observed crystal concentrations.

The Harris-Hobbs and Cooper equations were then used

to predict a splinter production rate using the observed cloud

droplet size distribution from run R1 as being representative

of the supercooled droplet distribution observed below the

HM boundary. The 2DS ice size distributions from run R3

(35.1 km–33.6 km from CFARR) were used as representa-

tive of the riming ice distribution. For a droplet-ice collection

efficiency of 1.0, the predicted splinter production rate was

calculated to be 40.2 m−3 s−1. Applying the droplet-ice col-

lection efficiency of Beard and Grover (1974) reduced this

production rate to 28.8 m−3 s−1. These results cannot quite

be reconciled with the “observed” splinter production rate.

We therefore examined the effect of relaxing the condition

that requires large droplets (D >24 µm) to be present to en-

able splinter production to occur as they rime. Reducing the

large droplet limit to D > 22 µm yielded a production rate

of 120 m−3 s−1 (72.7 m−3 s−1 with the B&G collection effi-

ciency), whilst a further reduction to D > 20 µm gave a pre-

dicted rate of 320 m−3 s−1 (200 m−3 s−1 with B&G), which

is too large a rate. Clearly relaxing the large droplet con-

straint improves the agreement between the observed and

predicted splinter production rates, which is consistent with

the results of Crosier et al.. This study shows that reconcili-

ation between model and observations which require identi-

fication of the exact H-M droplet size onset criteria places

significant constraints on the sizing tolerance required for

airborne cloud spectrometers. Based on the results of the de-

tailed laboratory calibrations by Lance et al. (2010), it can be

argued that the maximum uncertainty in the size calibration

could possibly allow for a shift of up to 2 µm in the CDP. Re-

ducing the critical drop size may not be an unreasonable step

to take; laboratory experiments by Choularton et al. (1978,

1980) showed photographic evidence for protuberances oc-

curring on droplets as small as 10 and 15 µm in diameter, sug-

gesting that small droplets can undergo symmetrical freez-

ing to create an ice shell, which may subsequently fracture

and produce splinters. However, this also highlights the ac-

curacy which airborne instrumentation must achieve for ab-

solute size measurements of droplets, particularly in mixed

phase conditions, i.e. to significantly better resolution than

2 µm, in order to investigate secondary ice processes. Lab-

oratory studies are planned to further investigate and refine

this aspect of the Hallett-Mossop process.

9 Conclusions

The package of high-resolution ground, remote sensing and

aircraft observations of convective clouds we present here

examines a case close to the so-called ice ”multiplication

boundary” described by Mossop (1978). The multiplication

boundary is defined by the cloud-base temperature, temper-

ature profile and droplet number concentration that deter-

mines whether HM multiplication can or cannot proceed ef-

fectively. We have investigated this region in detail and show

how measured aerosol properties below cloud base can, with

care, be used to model and interpret the subsequent micro-

physical processes occurring within such shallow convective

clouds.

We applied the ACPIM cloud parcel model to reveal how

the ice phase and precipitation within aged, slightly super-

cooled cumulus cloud systems develop, and looked at the

influence both the HM process and primary ice nucleation

mechanisms have on these.

The results obtained emphasise the importance of and sen-

sitivity to aerosols, primary ice nuclei, and the need for ac-

curate ice nuclei concentration measurements as well as ac-

curate descriptions of microphysical process rates.

It is concluded the observed rapid glaciation of the cloud

could only be explained by secondary ice from the Hallett-

Mossop process and that this required the development of su-

percooled drizzle droplets which froze by capturing ice crys-

tals turning into instant rimers.
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To initiate the ice phase a small amount of primary ice nu-

cleation was required (in concentrations of about 0.01 L−1) at

−7.5◦C. The results suggest that in this case the most likely

source of the ice nuclei were dust particles. Significant con-

centrations of Biological particles were present and it is pos-

sible that these also contributed to the ice nuclei. The ice nu-

clei were adequately represented by the DeMott et al. (2010)

parameterisation. The power of secondary ice particle pro-

duction by the Hallett-Mossop process in producing large

numbers of ice crystals at temperatures around −6◦C empha-

sises the need to understand ice nucleation in slightly super-

cooled clouds even though the number of ice particles pro-

duced by primary ice nuclei may be small.

In contrast WRF model simulations found the precipita-

tion from the cloud was not strongly sensitive to secondary

ice via the Hallett-Mossop process since ice formed by pri-

mary nucleation was able to produce the intensity of precip-

itation observed. Including secondary ice processes however

does modify the spatial distribution of simulated precipita-

tion in the WRF model. The WRF simulations overestimated

the concentrations of primary IN because the model was un-

able to resolve the inversion at the observed cloud top and

so generated cloud top temperatures lower than observed, it

does not contain prognostic ice nuclei and so is not suitable

for simulating the microphysics of these clouds.
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